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T he National Association of Cost Accountants does not sta nd sponsor for views expressed
by the writers of a rticles issued a s Pu blications.
T he object of the Official Publications of the
Association is to place before the members
ideas which it is hoped may prove interesting
and suggestive. The a rticles will cover a wide
range of subjects and present many different
viewpoints. It is not intended that they shall
reflect the particular ideas of any individual
or group. Constructive comments on any of
the Publications will be welcome.
Additional copies of this Publication may be
obtained from the office of the secreta ry. T he
price to members is twenty -five cents per copy
and to non - members seventy -five cents per copy.

EDI T O RIAL DEP AR T ME NT NOT E
T he Bulletin this month presents an old friend, not however in an old
role of generality but dressed in cha ra cter to fit a specific part. This old
friend is Sta nda rd Costs and the materials presented in this paper come
from the specific application of this control mechanism in the plants of a
la rge manu fa ctu rer of abrasives, grinding wheels, and grinding and lapping
machinery. We p rese nt t he pa pe r in the du a l h ope tha t it wil l fi rst serve to
clarify the operation of a Standard Cost system and second, that it will
show concretely the benefits to be derived from such a cost system in a
specific case. W e have a fu rther hope that this picture, which may fit the
industrial lives of but few of our members, will strike such a responsive
chord in th e mi nd s of a la rge nu mber of these members tha t they will feel
it incumbent upon them to thoroughly examine and study their own situations toward the end of better cost control.
Mr. Robert B. Service, Jr., the au thor of this paper, comes naturally
enough by his cost control propensities since he is a native of Scotland.
Althou gh he ca me to this cou ntry a t a n ea rly a ge a nd received his edu ca tion
here, he has never dismissed the influence of his native land in wa tching
the dollars and cents of his employer throu gh adequate control of costs.
Following his high school and business college training he went with the
International Silver Company, eventually becoming their chief factory accou nta nt. La ter he beca me a ssocia ted with the Au toma tic Luncheonette and
Candy Service Inc., of New York as Secretary and Trea su rer. H e then
tu rned his ta lents to the pu blic a ccou nting field, becoming affilia ted with the
Systems Depa rtment of Pea t, Ma rwick, Mitchell & Co. H e had fu rther
experience in the public field as manager of the Systems Depa rtment of
Miller, Franklin & Bassett in the Philadelphia district. He is now the
Assista nt Ma na g er o f th e Co st D ivision of t he N orto n Co mpa n y of Wor cester, Mass. Mr. Service has long been active in the a ffa irs of our Association, being o ne of the ea rly members o f the Ha rtfo rd Cha pter a n d a t present
is Secretary of the Worcester Chapter. H e presented one of the papers in
the sta nda rd cost session of the Syra cu se Convention. This pa per wa s presented before the Worceste r Cha pter;
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ACCOUNTING TH RO UG H TH E MEDIUM

OF S TA ND AR D CO ST S
industries find it increasingly necessary to base
SUCCESSFUL
their policy upon the knowledge and control of their operating
costs, in the various processing stages, as variances occur. Control of costs is normally quite as essential as a knowledge of them.
Neither function without the other is sufficient for the wise and
skillful administration of business policies.
A business survey is the first step towards budgetary control,
and the knowledge of the full profit earning possibilities from
operations. It may be described thus:
(a ) Determining what the profit making possibilities of a
business really are.
(b) Ascertaining the causes underlying failure to realize
these maximum profits.
(c) Formulating a detailed program to be followed in order
to accomplish the desired results.
The new methods which have been successfully employed in
modern industrial accounting procedure, using standard costs and
budgetary control, enable the development of focussed data in such
a way as to concentrate the attention of executives upon significant
figures, which clearly reveal the trends of costs and profits in
much the same way as charts are compared on the movement of
gold, cotton, steel, stocks and bonds, etc., by plotting index characters.
One of the main purposes of a standard cost procedure is to
make it possible to present to executives, promptly and periodically,
a few essential reports, in which are focussed data vital to administrative control, showing the relation between all elements of costs
by stating what costs should be rather than what they are. Standard costs cause scrutiny of all elements of cost, and all their factors such as time, quantity, and conditions, with the hope of
bringing the actual costs nearer to the standard.
The preliminary work to be undertaken would be a rearrangement of the whole accounting structure, because tinkering with
existing conditions or accounts to assemble them would, in the
end, merely produce profound confusion, whereas, a more efficient
1043
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plan could be obtained more readily. However , as fa r as i t is
consistent with the setting of standards, the classification and numbering of accounts should conform as closely as feasible to the
arrangement already in force, so that as far as possible the benefit
of comparisons with previous accounting data may be realized.
Summarized briefly, within the following grouping, is described
an actual method employed by the writer, in compiling standards
for material, labor and expense, and the results that are obtainable for suitable controls to meet the needs of the modern manufacturer:
( i ) Prompt and reliable profit and loss statements.
( 2 ) Accurate costs of products and operations.
(3) Practical inventory accounting control, as a basis for
ascertaining costs and profits.
(4) Prompt and reliable operating reports.
Consideration shall be given each of the foregoing sections as
a separate problem, as to how the standards are set, and the
results obtained.
Prompt and Reliable Profit and Loss Statements

loss

The first of these is to obtain for the management prompt and
reliable profit and loss statements. This problem may be expressed thus:
Problem No. i . To obtain prompt and reliable profit and
statements to indicate the source of gain or loss by
sales classes.
Solution. Use of basic standard cost of each item in sales,
corrected by current cost ratios of actual to standard, obtained from the cost account in which the item is allocated.
No argument need be advanced as to the importance to the
manufacturer of the monthly profit and loss statement, showing
the profits and losses realized on the sales for the month, analyzed
by lines of product, or according to some classification suitable to
the character of the business.
The methods of computing profits will be simplified and the
sources of gains and losses by sales classes may be readily understood. Moreover, the amount of loss due to failure to realize the
maximum profits, by reason of inability to operate at full capacity,
1044
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inefficiency of manufacturing operation, purchasing activity or
failure of sales effort, may be clearly stated.
Suffice to say, that in the presence of a standard cost accounting procedure, we gain a certain facility in the calculation of the
cost of goods sold that is lacking if we do not have this unit of
measurement. By means of cost ratios applied to standard cost of
goods sold, we may readily provide profit and loss statements,
which express in synoptic characters the results not only of the
main plant's activity, but also that of branch stores' activity. We
have the great advantage of comparing the degree of variance of
one branch with another. This comparison is the practical means
of bringing to light, quickly and clearly, the places requiring attention for active and more effective management. A branch
store may rank first position for sales volume, however, it may
rank last position in Gross and Net Profits attained. It may be
selling the most goods, but not getting the best margins.
Accurate Costs of Products and Operations
The second problem has to do with the methods of ascertaining reliable costs of production. This may be stated:
Problem No. z. To provide methods for ascertaining reliable
production costs without constant repetitive calculation in
detail.
Solution. Use of basic standard costs and development from
the accounts of actual current costs, the variances to be
expressed in ratios to standard costs.
The simplest and most practical way of obtaining costs is
through the use of basic standard costs for each of the three elements, material, labor and expense. This means that there should
be carried into the accounts, side by side with each dollar actually
spent for material, labor and expense, a standard dollar, less or
more, that represents the estimated or expected cost of materials
used, the labor performed and the expense which should be applied.
These basic standard costs would represent the best knowledge
available from the experience of the company and the identity of
the elements would be retained, as well as the identity of variances
in the actual costs of each element, whether material, labor or
expense.
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The compilation of each cost element is described more fully
under specific caption, which illustrates a particular installation the
writer had the opportunity of designing.
Compilation of Material Standards
When establishing a classification of materials it is necessary
that we keep in mind that we are to establish a means whereby
we may readily uncover the otherwise hidden losses in purchasing,
Illustra tion No. 1 —(1)
CLASSIFICAT ION OF MAT ERIALS
Fa c tory Led g e r Ac c ou n ts
CASTINGS, CAST IRON HEAVY PARTS, BASES
TABLES AND SLIDES
CASTINGS, CAST IRON LIGHT PARTS, PULLEYS
HAND WHEELS AND BUSHINGS
CASTINGS, MALLEABLE IRON
BRONZE
"
STEEL
STEEL DROP FORGING
STEEL BARS, RODS AND WIRE
STAMPINGS
STORES, PURCHASED SUNDRIES
BRASS SHEETS, BARS, RODS AND WIRE
BLACK SHEET IRON, ANGLE IRON,
CHANNEL IRON

Code
21
22

"

"

"

"

"

23
24
25
26
30
31
41
42
43

Illustra tion No. 2
ST ANDARD PRICE FI LE FOR MAT ER IALS
Size or Grade
11 4

Pou nd

Standard
Unit
Price
$

Descsription
S te e l Ro d s:
Rou nd Lead Screw Steel

Standard
Unit

3 y, -

u

%1

11

11

4

14

11

4Y4"
7"
11 2 "

Squa re Cold Rolled Steel

2"
3

a

u
«

u

«

<

1

u

1Yn

u
u

Purchased Sundries
Mesh Bra ss Wi re C loth
Ru bber Hose
Hexa gon Ca p Sc rew
Sheet Lea d
Steel Balls

qLn
7S

40

1%"

%xlY4"

Y4"
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.036
.048

.040
.063
.063

,<
a

.06

a

Sq. Foot
Per Foot
Ea ch
Pou nd
Thou sa nd

.05

$

Rou nd Ma chine Steel

.050
.048
.050
.037

.044
.044

'a
"

«

3 %"
17161

11

a

1

Round Cold Rolled Steel

«

p

u

u

11

.275
.297
.026
.138
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handling, storing, use and sale of raw materials, that is, materials
purchased in a state for processing.
The control account for Material Purchases may be sub - divided
into io or 5o and more Factory Ledger Accounts if need be. This
classification depends upon the nature of the product and to
what extent different kinds of material are used in the various
products manufactured.
The study is to group together all materials of the same nature,
the cost of which is likely to vary in the same degree. A facsimile
of a material classification is shown on Illustration No. i -( i). A
Standard Price File, Illustration No. 2, containing the standard
prices for each material item, is fixed and left unchanged, so as
to establish a means of measurement which serves as a basis for
analyzing the trend of material prices. The actual to standard
cost ratio, developed in the classified material accounts, is for each
class and not for each item of material. The actual variance for
each item of material is detected at the time the purchase invoice
is coded and priced at standard. Reports similar to the one shown
by Illustration No. 6 indicate the material price variance.
The next step is to set up on the Standard Part Cost Record
the quantity of each item of material used in each part or item
manufactured. This information is obtained from manufacturing
specifications, and should show the gross material required, normal
scrap recovered in processing, and the net material in the finished
product. ( See Illustration No. i. )
Compilation of Labor Standards
The labor cost of any part or manufactured unit varies for two
reasons: more or less time taken and more or less rates paid,
for the output. To analyze variations in labor costs, the first step
involves the separation of these two elements.
As time is the important factor in all manufacturing activities,
it is desirable that the direct labor by operations be expressed in
terms of man -hours or machine - hours, as well as in money.
The standard time for direct labor may be obtained in various
ways, ranging from careful studies to mere guesses, such as:
(a ) Time studies.
(b) Previous actual cost records.
(c) Previous estimated cost records.
1047
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(d) Piece work price files.
(e) Manufacturing estimates.
The rates for the standard direct labor should be based on the
average earnings for each operation or class of labor; preferably
as of the same date the standards for material prices were established.
The procedure next is to record the standard time, rate and
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amount, on the Standard Part Cost Record for each operation in
sequence. This information of operation routing, is obtained from
manufacturing specifications.
The direct labor cards are priced from these standard cost records. They are sorted by product classes and recorded on the
departmental analysis of direct labor, as to actual and standard
labor costs, for that specific product class. Ratios are thus developed by product classes and not for each job or operation, part
or manufactured unit. The actual variance is detected at the time
the labor cards are priced at standard, and reported daily or
weekly upon the departmental progress report.
Compilation of Departmental Manufacturing Expense Standards
Prior to establishing the full plant operating expense budget,
it is necessary that the classification of accounts be well considered
so that the controllable and fixed expenses be set apart.
Obviously, the standard value of items of expense, falling under
each classified account, must be established after proper investigation and research and with the aid of persons of authority, by
reason that the abnormal expenses for the period used as a base,
be adjusted to a more reasonable expenditure for the capacity that
is to be considered standard. The purpose of the annual expense
budget for the full plant operations, is to have available a reference file of information, in which the expenses for the operation
of the business may be shown departmentally and by groups of
expenses. These expenses are grouped separately into those which
are more or less controllable by department supervisors, such as
indirect labor, supplies, repairs, and alterations, etc., and those expenses which represent fixed charges for the use of operating
equipment, such as, depreciation, rentals, insurance, and miscellaneous taxes. The object of this separation is to enable the
management and the department supervisors to be furnished, currently, with statements showing how the actual expenses are comparing with expectations.
The annual departmental expense budget supports in detail,
the annual expense budget for the plant as a whole. Moreover, it
provides the basis for obtaining the normal expense rate for the
correct proportion of the normal or standard departmental ex-
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penses, chargeable to the direct value of labor and material in the
output for the period. In this particular installation, the groups of
expenses set up in the departmental expense budget are thus described:
Controllable Expenses
Supervision and Indirect Labor: Foreman, assistant foreman,
clerk, allowed time, adjustments due to defective labor, to defective
material, etc.
Supplies: Acids, oils, grease, stationery and office supplies and
all other items consumed in operations other than directly chargeable to the product manufactured.
Repair Labor and Materials: Repairs to building and grounds,
building equipment, manufacturing equipment, tool repairs and
replacement.
Miscellaneous Expenses: Purchased services and other supplies than regularly carried in stores.
Power, heat and light.
Liability insurance.
Fixed Expenses
Depreciation, rentals, taxes, insurance, should be apportioned
to the direct operating departments on definite schedules, such as:
Investment in machinery and equipment, floor space occupied, etc.
Indirect Departmental Expenses: Works manager's office, receiving and stores department, employment and other departments, should be allocated to direct operating departments on the
basis of effort expended, and as an item of expense apart from
the direct departments' controllable expenses.
This budget of expense is prepared in such detail because we
are to place responsibility of the controllable variances on the foreman of each department and are to distribute the full departmental
expenses, correctly, to the cost of the products made within the
department.
The departmental manufacturing expenses are included in the
Standard Part Cost Record on a definite basis, in this particular
installation on the basis of the direct labor hour. It was desirable
to introduce these indirect costs by rates at the level of the practical, normal capacity of each department. Normal capacities
1050
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Awn upon the particular industry and the degree of operation.
The procedure de kdba ±m far was to gather dp Amen%%
manufacturing expenses for alooy capacity. The next s12§
to determine the maximum direct labor hogapr annum, which
are computed as follows: Number of producing employees, times
the number o normal working hours per week, times a2 weeks o
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the year, equal maximum direct labor hours per annum. By
dividing this amount of expense by the number of direct labor
hours, iooyo capacity Burden Rate per hour is computed. In
order to obtain a practical, normal capacity rate, it is necessary
that we make allowances for: Breakdowns, holidays, interruptions, lack of orders, etc. For illustration, let us say, a discount
Of Vo and an additional discount of 17% for over - capacity (a
lesser number of operators employed than equipment or machines
provide for) a total discount of 20'7o. Having thus obtained the
normal burden rate per labor hour, we now record it on the Standard Part Cost Record.
Cost Summary
It is now necessary that we correlate the sum of the detail standard material values and the standard labor and burden values,
from the Standard Part Cost Records, to the Cost Summary of
the completed part, article or by what ever name the manufactured
or processed unit is known. As these standard costs, once established, should remain without further repetitive calculation, much
care would be devoted to their preparation. They would absorb
the greater part of the many detailed figures developed for the
ordinary cost system and therefore, all this detail need be analyzed
but once, that is, only at the time the standard cost is established.
The actual current cost ratios developed from the specific
Process Inventory Account, for each class of material and for the
labor and burden, is now applied to the respective standard cost
of the same, listed on the Cost Summary. These current cost
ratios of actual to standard are used as correction factors for adjusting the unit standard cost. This adjustment factor includes
the price and quantity variance from the standard or expected
performance.
The standard cost is thus converted to actual cost. One of the
major benefits obtained through the use of standard costs is the
ability to ascertain from them in a few minutes the current and
replacement costs of any or all parts, articles or whatever you call
your finished product.
Illustrations No. 3 ( I ) — ( 2 ) —(3) and (4) indicate the details
necessary in a standard part cost record and a cost summary, and
the method used to find the current costs of the elements.
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Practical Inventory Accounting Control as a Basis for Ascertaining Costs a nd Profits
This prob lem may b e define d in this manner:
Pr o b l em No . 3. To ob ta i n in ven t or y a ccoun t in g con t rol b y
kinds of inventory classes and rate of turnover.
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Solution. Simple perpetual inventory accounts, carried at
actual and standard costs so as to indicate readily the change
in price and quantity.
A simple series of inventory accounts is provided, affording a
perpetual book inventory of each of the product classes therein,
as to process or finished stock, which may be checked as to accuracy
by periodic physical count when the stock items are replenished,
or by annual physical inventories, as desired.
Physical process inventories may be entirely eliminated if proper
controls are established to verify the amounts of standard cost
charged and credited to the process inventory accounts during the
period, because standard cost in this case indicates quantity. If
comprehensive production records are kept, it will be necessary
only to draw off the standard values of each incompleted order
and adjust the controlling accounts to agree with them. This
may be done continuously throughout the year thus eliminating the
troublesome annual inventory.
When setting up a classification of inventory accounts, especial
care must be taken to allocate items to cost classes, i. e., to assemble
all items into a class that requires like proportions of material and
labor so that variations between standard and actual can be readily
localized. This procedure avoids the danger of excessive averaging and it offers results far better than any other method. This
process is not to average costs, but merely to average the error
in costs of specific items over certain groups in which the specific
items are classed.
If this error is found to be consistently too large, it would be
advisable to refine the groups.
In these inventory accounts, the current charges for material,
labor and expense, applied to products at both actual and standard
costs, will be added to the previous inventory each month.
Through comparison of these charges, actual with standard, cost
ratios will be obtained which, when applied to the standard cost
of sales for the month, will develop the actual cost of sales to be
credited to these accounts. The amount of goods remaining, after
subtracting the cost of sales, constitutes the inventory at the close
of the month. Use of this method will enable prompt closing and
the furnishing of reports at the end of each period.
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Two purposes will thus be served by the inventory accounts:
the necessary cost ratios will be developed, indicating change in
values as well as quantity, and a perpetual book inventory of work
in process and of stock on hand by kinds of inventory, in both
conditions, and in all places, will be obtained.
Reports may be made on the status and the turnover of kinds
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of inventory so that the piling up of inventories may be readily
observed in the face of declining shipments, or that an ultraconservative policy may be detected that is a detriment to the possible return on a proper investment in the inventory of a specific
class.
Prompt and Reliable Operating Reports
The fourth problem mentioned has to do with furnishing operating reports, designed to show the costs and expenses of production and the effectiveness of output attained by the various
departments. This problem and its solution may be defined in
this way:
Problem No. 4. To obtain promptly, reliable data relative
to the costs of operation and effectiveness of output.
Solution. Condensed statements focussing costs and expenses
in a few significant figures, showing what costs should be,
as well as what they are.
Equipped with the adequate knowledge of costs and ability to
control them within reasonable limits, a distinct advantage ensues
over competitors operating on a basis of guess work. In order
to formulate profitable purchasing, operating, and selling plans, the
management must be provided with the means of controlling costs,
in which attention is focussed quickly upon deviations from standards, that is, upon things that are beginning to go wrong or that
may be unusually favorable.
Focussed operating reports are provided for the management
promptly, at the close of a period, namely:
( t ) A weekly departmental progress report. The significance of this report is that of showing variances from
the standard value of production and will afford a
measure of the effectiveness in production by departments, for the equipment operated. Moreover, the
efficiency of each operator can really be observed.
(Note Illustration No. 5.)
( 2 ) A monthly report of the costs of all raw material and
process class materials. This report summarizes the
the month's raw material costs and the material costs
of product classes, expressed in ratios of actual to
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Illustration No. 5
WEEKLY DEPARTMENTAL PROGRESS REPORT
DE PA R TM ENT
DATE
Clock
Direct Labor Hours
Percentage of
Number
Actual
Standard
Efficiency
52.5
61.3
116010
30177
30178
55.0
50.6
92
30179
57.7
58.3
101
30180
87
57.7
50.2
30184
55.0
58.9
107
30187
55.0
52.8
96
30188
55.0
53.9
98
30190
35.0
33.9
87
30191
45.2
27.1
62
30192
50.0
33.0
65
30194
54.8
38.4
70
30195
53.8
38.7
70
Etc.
Total
829.1
719.7
86.7%
Payroll
Direct Labor Dollars
Labor
Variance
Actual
Standard
Cost Ratio
Rates
Output
Total
$534.02
$503.79
1.06
.92
1.15
Remarks:
Labor costs have increased to 1060/c above standard costs. Whereas,
rates earned per hours were less than standard, the output attained required more hours than the standard time set, hence the increase in
labor costs.
The man efficiency rating indicates the men causing the change in costs
and a need for prompt and proper instruction, to bring them up to standard performance before the company can realize its rightful return on
the investment in labor cost.
Illustration No. 6
MONTHLY REP ORT OF MATE RIAL COSTS
RA W M A T E RI A L S A ND PR ODUCT CL A S S MA T E R I A L S
Cost
Variance
Description
Actual
Standard
Ratio Price Usage
Raw Material
21 Hvy. Parts
$14,625.59
$12,500.50
1.17
1.06
1.11
22 C. I. Parts
16,415.86
13,455.62
1.22
1.20
1.02
24 Bronze Castings
857.99
874.48
.98
.92
1.06
30 Steel Bars, Rods
2,503.93
2,454.83
1.02
.97
1.05
Process Material
50 Product Class
1,745.06
1,586.42
1.10
1.01
1.09
51
12,718.82
12,348.37
1.03
1.02
1.01
52
16,052.50
14,332.59
1.12
1.04
1.08
Remarks:
Cost Ratios are expressed in three divisions, 100010 being par or
standard.
(1) Variance in price expresses influence of change in purchase prices,
being more or less than standard.
(2) Variance in usage expresses the effect of taking more or less quantities than standard.
(3) Material Cost Ratio is the combination of price and usage variance
from standard cost.
"

11

"

41
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Illustration No. 7
DE P ART M E NT AL M O N T H L Y OPERAT ING ST AT EM EN T
DATE
DEPARTMENT
Actual
Variance
Budget
Particulars
Re f.
(a )
(6 )
$1741
$1631
Supervision and Indirect Labor
1
213
240
2
Supplies
16
22
3
Repa ir La bor
78
44
Repa ir Ma teria l
4
16
6
5
Misc. Expenses
285
286
Power , He a t a nd L ig ht
6
23
20
7
Liability Insu ra nce
Tota l Controllable Expenses
Fixed Cha rges

$2243
7214

$2378
7463

$135
249

10
11

Tota l Ma nufa ctu ring Expense
Actual Abosrbed in Costs

$9457

$9841
9226

$384

12

Unabsorbed Expenses

13

Capacity Unused

$231
$8312

Ca pa city Used

8(b)
1 1 (a )

17

Ou tpu t Volu me

1 0 (b)
1 4 (a )

18

Output Efficiency

1 1 (a )
Std. Time
Act. T ime

Cost Ratios
Ma nu fa ctu ring Expense
19

1 1 (a )

=

16

=

8(a)

=

Standa rd Absorbed in Costs

Operating Ratios
15
Controllable Expenses

=

14

615

=

8
9

1.06
.98
.90
.85
1.11

1 4 (a )
Above Operating Ra tios a re decsribed thu s:
Ref. 15 W h y a r e we spending 106 above fu ll norma l a t a tim e we a re o perating a t a level of 98°Ja capacity?
Ref. 16 This is an importa nt fa ctor to wa tch, a llo wing u s to ta k e in a certain amount of jobbing or filling in business during the seasonal
decline in the sales orders of our profita ble lines.
Ref. 17 An indicator of the depa rtments' effectiveness for produ cing such
volume in 9 8% of the ca pa city u sed.
Re f. 18 T he lower tr end o f t he de pa r tm ent s' effectiveness indicates a lack
of supervision.
Ref. 19 Indica tes tha t more hou rs were ta k en in production than standard
called for, hence more burden incurred.

standard, which are the medium from which current
actual costs are figured. This statement, therefore,
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sets forth the fluctuations in elements of such monthly
costs. ( Note Illustration No. 6.)
(3) A monthly departmental operating statement, comparing the expenses with a budget for each department,
the latter figure as established for normal operations.
This will disclose the effects of operating at various
degrees of capacity. (Note Illustration No. 7.)
It will be noted that these reports will afford, to the management, views of factory operations from two different angles.
The one discloses the costs and the effectiveness attained by departments. The other discloses the costs by product classes.
Taken together, the two viewpoints comprise a complete view of
all factory operations, both as to departments and product classes.
These reports are available so promptly, that the results obtained
from operations during the month can be observed and accurately
estimated before the middle of the succeeding month.

Conclusion
It will be observed that the fundamental principle throughout
the described cost accounting procedure, is to place a standard of
measurement beside each avenue of expenditure. By this means,
variance ratios are developed, according to sources of variances,
rather than to some cumulative effect of these in unit costs.
Effectiveness in management, of necessity, requires concentration upon the exception, and the greatest problem of the Industrial
Accountant is to provide economical means of sifting these exceptions from a mass of data, so that, being promptly disclosed, timely
action may be taken.
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